
Lake Yamanaka & Mt.Fuji Nishi(West) Izu Skyline

＊Courses (time and distance) can be adjusted to suit your level.

Yamanashi 
Local Specialty

“HOUTOU”
noodles

Shiraito Falls
The graceful waterfall, with water cascading 
down like silken threads, is worth seeing.

Mt. Omuro
Mt. Omuro, formed by an eruption about 4,000 
years ago, is recognized as a component of the 
UNESCO World Geopark.

Mt.Fuj i

Course
（ex.）

Izu 
Peninsula
Course

（ex.）

115km for 2days 160km for 2days

■JCGA qualified guides and support vehicles included. 
    Enjoy safe and secure cycling.

4 days/3 nights with full support!
Around beautiful Mt. Fuji / Izu Peninsula by E-bike

Lake Yamanaka & Mt.Fuji Nishi(West) Izu Skyline

The tour begins with a 30-minute orientation, participants 
learn the rules of the road as a basic knowledge for safe driving.

Asagiri Plateau

The course passes through spots with scenic views including Mt. 
Fuji, and other lakes, and through quiet forests. This approximately 
70-km course passes by Lake Yamanaka, one of the Fuji Five Lakes, 
as well as other lakes, along forest roads and through quiet forests.

✓　DAY1　 5.5 hours

The course offers a completely different view from DAY 1, with the 
best views being Suruga Bay seen in the distance from the top of 
the mountain, and the soft-serve ice cream at the ranch is the best.

✓　DAY2　4 hours

Mt.Fuji, the highest mountain in Japan, and Suruga Bay, the deepest 
bay in Japan, can be seen from the Nishi-Izu Skyline, a popular 
touring route for cyclists. This course is rich in ups and downs.

✓　DAY1　6.5 hours

Day 2,  it is a cycling tour with a view of the sea. The Seven Izu 
Islands can be seen in the distance. In the latter half of the day, as 
you head inland, you will see Mt. Omuro, which was created by a 
volcano. The goal of the tour is to pass through the good old 
satoyama of Japan.

✓　DAY２　5.5 hours

■ From beginners to advanced, Suitable for any level of cyclist.



Mt.Fuji and Suruga Bay, delicious meals and baths, and more!
It is a great way to relax and heal your body after a long day of cycling!

Mt.Fuji
course

FUJI Speedway Hotel

Fuj i  Speedway Hotel  offers a valuable exper ience 
based on the concept of fusion of motorsports and 
hospi ta l i ty .  Enjoy  a  var iety  of  exper iences at  the 
museum inside the hotel and at the adjacent circuit.

DAY１　Staying over the night before
　　　　at the FUJI Speedway Hotel 
DAY2 　 Morning departure for cycling
　　　　⇒Evening, Arrival at Shiraito Falls
　　　　⇒ Return to the hotel by car  
DAY3 　Departure by car to Shiraito Falls
　　　　⇒Cycling ⇒Arrival at the hotel.
DAY4 　 Recovery at the hotel's spa

SCHEDULE

Izu 
Peninsula

course

Fujisan Mishima Tokyu Hotel Shimoda Tokyu Hotel

DAY1    Staying over the night before
　　　　at the Fujisan Mishima Tokyu Hotel
DAY2    Morning departure for cycling
　　　　⇒Shimoda Tokyu Hotel
DAY3　 Morning departure for cycling
　　　　⇒Fujisan Mishima Tokyu Hotel         
DAY4    Staying over the night at the hotel

You can enjoy the view of Mt. Fuji, the foot of Hakone, and 
Suruga Bay. Please enjoy a moment of healing for body and soul 
while feeling the natural air in the open-air bath on the top floor.

You can enjoy "beautiful scenery" with a panoramic view, as 
well as "abundant natural blessings" such as fresh food from 
the mountains and sea, hot springs, and seasonal flowers.

Tour Price 400,000 yen ～  per guest

【 Included in the fee 】
3 nights accommodation, meals（morning 3、lunch2、dinner3), 
bicycle rental （E-bike, helmet ）, Cycling Guide , Support car

*Rates vary depending on itinerary and room grade.

SCHEDULE

FIEJA Inc.
3‐11‐1, Kusanagi, 
Shimizu-ku, Shizuoka
tour＠fieja-japan.com
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